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Government Soft Landings
Section 6 - Facilities Management
6.0 Facilities Management (measured by key performance
indicators)
6.1 Definition
The term “Facilities Management” (FM) has different interpretations and scope in
the industry and varies between organisations. In the context of Government Soft
Landings (GSL) Facilities Management refers to:

BS EN 15221-1:2006 Facility Management - Part 1: defines facilities management as:
“Facility Management is the integration of processes within an organization to maintain and develop the agreed services which support
and improve the effectiveness of its primary activities.”

All the support services, inclusive of their design, management
and delivery, needed to maintain the facilities (assets) and preserve the correct working environment (amenity and operational
support) for the occupiers. FM covers the integration and delivery
of services to an organisation, and can be broken down into two
categories:
• hard FM – the upkeep of the physical fabric of the estate, such
as maintenance and repair, mechanical and electrical;
• soft FM – delivery of services, such as cleaning, reception,
catering, security, post, waste etc

FM will provide an operational service model to suit all of the
above; management, customer support service (help desk), people and suppliers.
In the context of GSL it does not include those processes delivered through Central Service Departments as standard, such as
HR, Training and Development, Payroll, Fleet, Lease Agreements,
Rentals.

The Functionality Process Map and Guidance Document (Section 3) is designed
to focus upon the space, assets and environment to meet the requirements of the
End Users; FM provides the on- going support to these as well as the everyday
needs of the occupiers.
The objective of this section is to combine all of the above into a clear strategy and
implementation plan that progresses through design, procurement, mobilisation
and management.

6.2 Overview of the Facilities Management (FM) objective
Projects must be designed to fully incorporate the needs of the management of
the facility post completion. The starting point for this is the development of an FM
Plan. The FM Plan should address the Service Level Requirements and Sourcing
strategy.
Projects are to be designed with maintenance needs in mind for operational effectiveness.
Projected operating costs should be established by the client and design team
during the design phase, based on industry benchmark and baseline operational
in use data, and tracked through to operation and considered as part of any design
review.
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Design should incorporate End User input and maintenance requirements into
the design of the assets, through the GSL Champion. There should be a clear
strategy for the on-going support of the occupiers and servicing of the facilities.
Functionality and Effectiveness needs to be part of this design (Section 3 og the
Guidance).

6.4.2 Stage 2 Concept

6.3 Hierarchy of Documents

The FM Plan using relevant benchmarks should establish the management strategy, operational delivery model and operational budget for the asset.

The FM Briefing Document should now be developed into an outline Facilities
Management Plan, specifying how the facility is to be managed and maintained
during its occupancy; as part of this FM Plan the operating costs need to be developed and evaluated.

A hierarchy of documents for FM is shown below:
•
•

•

Portfolio Management Strategy identifying the business strategy for FM.
The Facilities Management Briefing Document needs to be developed
with the GSL Champion and key stakeholders. This should consider how
the strategy is to be adressed in the design .
The Facilities Management Plan identifies how the facilitiy is to be managed and maintained, the operational delivery model and budget.

6.4 The Project Stages
6.4.1 Stage 1 - Brief
The Portfolio Management Strategy should provide the basis for the outline
Facilities Management Briefing Document. This FM briefing document will be
developed by identification and engagement of Key Stakeholders with the GSL
Champion. Understanding the Functionality and Effectiveness requirements is
essential for this.

6.4.3 Stages; 3 - Definition, 4 – Design. 5 – Build and Commission,
6 – Handover and Closed-Out
During design and construction the FM Plan will act as a guide for procurement. FM
Service Standards have been developed for government and these can be found
at, http://www.civilservice.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Facilities-Management-Service-Standards-3.4-March.pdf. It is important to ensure that FM Service
contractors and the Management Team are in place for Practical Completion, e.g.,
dependent upon the scale of the project perhaps 8 weeks before completion to enable a smooth handover, mobilisation and transition into operations. This timeline
will be project specific, but it must be managed so that commissioning, training and
handover is a smooth process.
Any decisions that impact on the FM service model are to be subject to normal
change control procedures.

6.4.4 - Stage 7 Operation and End of Life
By this stage there should be a fully functional Operational Service model providiing;

Please ensure that a unique property reference is obtained
from the e-PIMS team within the Government property unit
for all new buidings.

•

•

Management Team and Suppliers procured against defined FM service standards and procurement timeline (and mobilised in accordance with the Commissioning, Training and Handover Plan),
A fully signed off Operational Expenditure Budget.

The service is to be evaluated post occupancy to identify corrective measures
needed and assess the performance delivered.
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Facilities management

6.5 Process Map – Facilities Management
0. Strategy

1. Brief

Key decision

2. Concept

Portfolio Management Strategy

Feedback from existing
estate, service models and
department guidelines and
industry benchmarks

Operational Brief, Business Case and Core
Objectives from Department Operational
Management Strategy/Vision

Inputs

Project sponsor

Project manager

Functionality &
Effectiveness Brief

In summary, one of the key inputs
whether from BIM Appraisal
and Brief processes or GSL
functionality is the overall concept/
vision driving the project

Identify key stakeholders to be consulted
to develop the Facilities Management Plan
Note: This includes Financial Approval of
the Operational Budget

Sign off and
approve

Produce an outline
FM briefing document
(Operational
management and
service delivery model)

Issue for
approval

Outline FM Briefing
Document

Develop the brief into an Operational
Facilities Management Plan
1. Management Strategy (how the
facility is designed to operate and
be manages)
2. Service Delivery Model
3. Operational Budget

Question to answer

Information
exchange to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer
question)

Stage 0

Stage 0

1

Portfolio
Management

What is the information
management Strategy

BIM Strategy & Standards to be used
across the portfolio

2

What are the portfolioʼs
technical strategies?

(Master Plan) Model information and
representations relating to the
strategies EG for a campus,
distribution of electricity, water, gas,
fuel, waste water, communal heating
& chilling

To OGC
Gateway 1
Business
Justification
(for each
option)

1

How are stakeholder
needs captured?

An Òelectronic briefÓ that is in a format
that may be used for automated
validation of proposals

2

Do the concepts being
considered meet them?

Schedule of facilities compared to
electronic brief + electronic 3D
ÒsketchÓ

3

How will BIM be
managed and exploited
in this project?

A contractual BIM implementation
plan for the project defining different
levels of design maturity for each
project phase, who will develop the
content, to what standards, who will
be authorised to use it, for what
purpose, how it will be coordinated,
who will own what and how
information incompatibilities shall be
resolved. This is to include the means
and protocols for the communication
of information between parties. This is
to be reconfirmed for each project
phase below.

3

What performance
benchmarks are
available for the
portfolio?

Analyses of existing facilities, using a
standard coding system eg
UNICLASS

Management systems

4

What are the portfolioʼs
performance
objectives?

Extracts of information from the
strategy models

Input Constraints Information
¥
outside site
¥
within site
¥
Asset (Building etc)

5

Have the stakeholdersʼ
needs been captured?

Model information that covers them

4

6

Does the concept meet
the stakeholdersʼ
needs?

Model information that conÞrms that
they may be achieved

5

What physical
constraints are there on
and around the site?

6

What services
constraints (water /
drainage / electricity)
exist?

Existence and current utilisation
parameters available for inclusion in a
model.

7

What other data is
available about this site
or asset? (From existing
client records)

Validated information from geometric
and attribute databases & FM
systems

8

What site specific safety
considerations need to
be made?

Safety briefing information contained
in model (EG location of power
cables, gas pipes, filled in basements,
pits etc).
Reference to any existing H&S File or
O&M systems

FacilitiesManagement
management
Facility

BIM deliverables

What is the available
site?

0. Strategy
4. Design

Safety
Cost

Key decision
Output Technical Information
¥
outside site
¥
within site
¥
Asset (Building etc)

9

10

Contract
Constructability

Model of the developmentÕs volumes
Schedule of internal volumes, land,
floor, wall and roof areas or service
runs aligned with generic cost data as
aggregated by the cost estimator
Fabric not normally represented.
Level of detail to be developed

What is the initial view
of revenue (FM) cost?

Oriented model that minimises energy
use.
Energy use target or aspiration using
an initial environmental performance
model
Major maintenance and capital
replacement costs identified

11

What is the initial view
of revenue income?

Schedule of (floor) areas by rental
classification

12

How would the
development look on
the site (early stage
visualisation)?

3D Sketch

13

How would
development control
authorities be convinced
of the strengths of the
development?

14

Will the development
meet the flow rate
requirements?

People, fluid and or traffic flow model
and simulation Ð spreadsheet based

15

How will logistics
requirements be met?

Outline simulation model of people
and material flow capacity for the
construction phase

How will security
requirements be met?

Outline simulation model of people
and material flow capacity for the
required security level during
construction
Ð spreadsheet based

16

Approximate
Project
Phases
Stage 1

3

4

5

6

High definition photo rendition of 3D
laser survey.
3D solid model overlay onto photo
rendition

s the design
Co-ordinated Developed
developed to
Design for the project setting:
demonstrate detailed
¥
detailed form, function,
proposals for:
cost plan
Coordinated design ¥
defining all
intentions
components in terms of overall
size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.
¥
primary geometry
frozen
¥
integration of standard
systems
¥
builders work strategy
Site layout
for significant interfaces
¥
room Information
sheets
¥
energy use
¥
carbon use (embodied
and in use)

Update the FM
Operational
Budget

Planning & spatial
arrangements

Stage 3

Zones allocated to demonstrate
adequate space for coordination,
including building services.

OGC
2
Gateway 3B
Detailed
Design
Approval

1

3

Project Performance
requirements: priorities and
aspirations, describing
acceptance criteria for
¥
function
¥
mix of uses

Data drops

Levels 2 & 3 where such rules have
been developed

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
coordinated at a
Design for the project setting:
component and building ¥
detailed form,
element level of detail? function, cost plan
¥
defining all
components in terms of
overall size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.

A detailed model including both
geometry and specification information
and detailed 2D drawings generated
from it.
UK equivalent of AIA Level of
development: 300

Develoment model superimposed upon
3D laser survey model viewable from a
range of pre-agreed perspectives.
2D general arrangement drawings,
plans, cross sections and elevations,
produced from the model.

4

Is the design safe to
construct?

BIM deliverables
Management systems

See 1 above
Model with sufficient information to
¥
energy use
demonstrate a compliant design.
¥
carbon use (embodied Simulations of:
and in use)
- energy use during life and related
carbon use calculations
- acoustics and PAVA performance
- fire & smoke modelling and
evacuation
- vehicle and people movement
capacities

Input Constraints Information
¥
outside site
¥
within site
¥ design
Asset
(Building
etc)construction sequence
Detailed
and
Model includes
construction programme
Detailed construction
methodology

2

How will whole life cost
be assessed?

3

In summary, one of the key inputs
whether from BIM Appraisal
and Brief processes or GSL
functionality is the overall concept/
vision driving the project

Project Performance
Model information conforming to BS
requirements: priorities and
ISO 15686 and BSI PD 156865 to an
aspirations, describing
agreed level of precision
acceptance criteria for
¥
cost( Capex & Opex)
¥
carbon (embodied
and in use)
¥
energy and resource
needs
¥
value

Functionality &
Effectiveness Brief

7

What format shall the
Management systems for
information be delivered information and decision
to the client in?
making

Model information compliant with the
clientÕs technical standards
or BS1192, BS7000:1, BS8451 (or
equivalent)
or IFC or proprietary format(s))
Using classification codes for building
objects as specified or using
UNICLASS to UK equivalent of
AIA*Level of Development: 100

8

How will the outline
planning application
information be
generated?

Drawings, renditions and reports
generated from model.

Management systems for
information and decision
making

facilities, Operations
Recruitment/Relocation
and End Users
of direct employees
(management and operational)

and identifies working at height and
edge protection.

Question to answer

Information drop to answer
question

What is the Concept
Design?

Integrated concept for the
Rendered block diagram in site
project setting scope, scale,
context including significant
form and primary design
equipment layout, generally to UK
criteria
equivalent of AIA*Level of
¥
architectural form and Development: 100
spacial arrangements
¥
structural/civil
philosophy and spacial
arrangements, technical
strategy studies
services philosophy and
spacial arrangements,
technical strategy studies

Does the designÕs
performance meet the
portfolioÕs
requirements?

What is the outline
proposal for structural
design?

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Integrated concept for the
project setting scope, scale,
form and primary design
criteria
¥
commissioning
philosophy
¥
preliminary
assessment of energy use
and carbon (embodied and in
use)
NRM1 capital cost plan
NRM3 maintenance cost plan

Early stage simulations, calculations
and costs

See 1 above

Structural design sufficient for
simulation modelling for loads,
including wind + simulation models &
reports
Size and weight information in model
Temporary construction loads
assessed

Approve any variance to budget
(due to detailed design)

2

Question to answer

Stage 0

1

Portfolio
Management

What is the information
management Strategy

2

What are the portfolioʼs
technical strategies?

Approximate
Question
Information
BIM deliverable (to answer
exchange to answer
question)
Project
question

to answer

Phases

BIM Strategy & Standards to be used

Stage
4 the portfolio
1
across

(Master Plan) Model information and
representations relating to the
strategies EG for a campus,
distribution of electricity, water, gas,
fuel, waste water, communal heating
& chilling

Information 1drop toHow
answer
BIM deliverable (to answer
question)
are stakeholder
An Òelectronic
briefÓ that is in a format
question
needs captured?
that may be used for automated

Stage 0

To OGC
Gateway 1
2
Do the concepts being
Integrated production
Business
considered meet them?
Justification
information enabling the
(for
each
production
of
3 manufacturing
How will BIM be
option)
managed and exploited

and installation information for
in this project?
construction.

3

What performance
benchmarks are
available for the
portfolio?

2 facilities, using a
Analyses of existing
standard coding system eg
UNICLASS

Specific element design and
specification

4

What are the portfolioʼs
performance
objectives?

3
Extracts of information
from the
strategy models

Updated Capex, Opex, Carbon
use.

5

Have the stakeholdersʼ
needs been captured?

Model information that covers them

6

Does the concept meet
the stakeholdersʼ
needs?

Model information that conÞrms that
they may be achieved
5

4

Maintenance:
cost
4 detailed
What is
the available
site?
plan NRM3
5

What physical
constraints are there on

Programme: detailed
and design
around the site?
and construction
6

6

What services
constraints (water /
Detailed construction
drainage / electricity)
methodology
exist?
7

What other data is

validation of proposals

Schedule of facilities compared to
electronic brief + electronic 3D
ÒsketchÓ
A contractual BIM implementation
plan for the project defining different
levels of design maturity for each
project phase, who will develop the
content, to what standards, who will
be authorised to use it, for what
purpose, how it will be coordinated,
who will own what and how
information incompatibilities shall be
resolved. This is to include the means
and protocols for the communication
of information between parties. This is
to be reconfirmed for each project
phase below.
3D laser and / or radar survey
generated solid model and CDF Grid
including ground conditions and
existing structures. (May be existing
information from a reliable BIM or GIS
source).
Google maps / OS Maps
Existence and current utilisation
parameters available for inclusion in a
model.
Validated information from geometric

3

Approximate
Project
Phases
Stage 1

1

3

4

Level¥of risk? health & safety Risk management plan

updated: capital cost,
maintenance cost, time,
health & safety, risk,
procurement contract

Recommendations based upon an
analysis of the model and associated
cost assessments

11 How will the outline
proposals be
communicated to the
client?

Management systems for
information and decision
making refined

A model with separate layers for
structure and services compliant with
specified Standards.
Ability to provide 3D Òwalk throughÓ
presentation from the primary model.
Schedule of facilities included within
the development.
Generic simulation results for the
services philosophy and schedules
demonstrating that the brief will be
met by the resulting development.

12 How will any client
specific performance
needs be met?

See 1 above

13 How will special
presentation needs be
met (EG to
stakeholders and
approvers)?

Management systems for
information and decision
making refined
Approval policies updated

Zoning of services sufficient for first
iteration of spatial requirement
Combined model to demonstrate the
first iteration of coordination

15 Has the delivery
schedule been
validated?

Outline design and
construction programme

Time attributes associated with the
assembly sequence as planned in the
model

See 1 above
¥
incorporation of
standard systems

Concession request

High level simulation models and
reports.

16 Are there any
deviations from the
brief or proposals to
improve it EG with
respect to the use of
client standard BIM
objects?

Can the ClientÕs
BREEAM or LEED
objectives be met?

8

Has the concept been ¥
logistics philosophy
designed for efficient
¥
incorporation of
manufacture and
standard systems
assembly?
Outline design and
How easy is it to build? construction programme

-

Planning & spatial
arrangements

Question to answer

UK equivalent of AIA Level of Detail:
200

Stage 3

Zones allocated to demonstrate
adequate space for coordination,
including building services.

OGC
2
Gateway 3B
Detailed
Design
Approval

1

Survey of site,
Point cloud data processed to form 3D
site model.
High definition photography overlay on
3D survey.

Schedule of facilities produced from
the model.

Generic services and control systems
sizing / capacity information included in
the model.
Schematics referenced.
-

Elevation treatment

-

Construction
systems

-

Environmental
systems

FM Delivery
Facilities
Model
Management Plan
-

Modularisation strategy evident in the
model.
Build sequence recorded in the model.
Critical elements of the model
designed in detail.
Critical logistics routes verified in the
model.

Optimised construction sequence and
programme information developed in
the model.

See 1 above
Model with sufficient information to
¥
energy use
demonstrate a compliant design.
¥
carbon use (embodied Simulations of:
and in use)
- energy use during life and related
carbon use calculations
- acoustics and PAVA performance
- fire & smoke modelling and
evacuation
- vehicle and people movement
capacities

4

Is the design safe to
construct?

Detailed design and
construction programme
Detailed construction
methodology
Health and safety risk
management

Model includes construction sequence
and identifies working at height and
edge protection.

5

Is the design safe to
use?

Health and safety risk
management

3D Òwalk throughÓ for stakeholder
assessment.

Approximate
Project
Phase

Question to answer

Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Stage 3
1
under MOJ
Procurement
decision

Is the information
presentable so as to
obtain statutory
approvals?

Approval policies

To be developed Ð Refer to the
ÒPlanning PortalÓ project?

Clash prevention confirmation
simulations for
- Services & structure including
profiles, basic specifications &
tolerances
- Access routes
Lifting operations

Risk management plan
Co-ordinated Developed
Design for the project
¥
primary geometry
frozen
Output Information
confidence level 85 to 90%

2D CAD based
3D model based on laser scan survey
(optionally including high definition
photographic overlay).

OGC
Gateway 3C:
Detailed
Design
Approval

Buildability

Is the cost plan robust
(firm)?

NRM2 procurement pricing
schedule
Detailed construction
methodology
Health and safety risk
management

Quantity take off from BIM
Schedule assumptions based on build
sequence used in BIM.
Evidence that results of virtual and/or
real prototyping of innovative and
complex elements of the design have
been incorporated into the BIM.

3

Is the cash flow
forecast reliable?

Detailed design and
construction programme
Health and safety risk
management
Risk management plan

Sensitivity analysis, varying aspects
identified as high risk in the project risk
register.

4

Will the development
See 1 above
perform as specified by NRM3 maintenance cost plan
clientÕs requirements,
including design,
construction and
operational budgets?

Model based simulations as
appropriate, demonstrating with 95%
confidence that the development will
perform as required (taking into
account the levels of predictability
achieved in the past from similar
simulations).

5

Have lessons learnt
from prior projects
been acted upon?

Incorporation of model objects from
prior projects

See 1 above

Stage 2

1

OGC
Gateway 3A
Design Brief
& Concept
Approval

2

What is the Concept
Design?

Does the designÕs
performance meet the
portfolioÕs
requirements?

Information
9 What
drop to
is answer
the preliminary
BIM deliverable
NRM1 capital
(to answer
cost plan
question) Schedule of capital costs based upon
question cost estimate?
NRM3 maintenance cost plan aggregated quantity and rate take off
from the model and an associated
schedule of assumptions.
Integrated concept for the
Rendered
Stage 6block diagram
1 Does
in site
the facility meet the As constructed systems,
3D model
Whole life cost assessment based
project setting scope, scale,
context including significant
brief?
operation and maintenance. Test & commissioning attribute
upon this plus in use simulation
form and primary design
equipment
OGC layout, generally to UK
Updated Òin useÓ
information
results and documented maintenance
criteria
equivalent
Gateway
of4AIA*Level of
performance:
Performance simulations
assumptions. (As per BS)
¥
architectural form and Development: 100
¥
Opex
Room / other schedules
spacial arrangements
¥
10
Energy
How shall the facility
(Life cycle
updated:
carbon
capital
assessment)
cost,
Recommendations based upon an
¥
structural/civil
¥
Carbon
be procured?
(Life cycle
maintenance
cost assessment)
cost, time,
analysis of the model and associated
philosophy and spacial
health & safety, risk,
cost assessments
arrangements, technical
procurement contract
2 What changes have
Change management
Traceability information (configuration
strategy studies
been incorporated?
11 How will the outlinemanagement)
Management systems for
A model with separate layers for
services philosophy and
proposals be
information and decision
structure and services compliant with
spacial arrangements,
3 What has been built?
See 1 above
As built model
communicated to the
making refined
specified Standards.
technical strategy studies
Remedial works, handover
Positional accuracy attribute
client?
Ability to provide 3D Òwalk throughÓ
and maintenance
information
Integrated concept for the
Early stage simulations, calculations
presentation from the primary model.
programme
3D laser or radar survey generated
project setting scope, scale,
and costs
Schedule of facilities included within
model information
form and primary design
the development.
criteria
4 What is the basis for a
Approximate final account
Schedule of quantities & cost build up.Generic simulation results for the
¥
commissioning
services philosophy and schedules
valuation?
Asset NRM3 cost plan
philosophy
demonstrating that the brief will be
5 How does a specific
Object test result & date attribute
¥
preliminary
met by the resulting development.
product / element
information*
assessment of energy use
perform?
12 How will any client
See 1 above
Model based simulations as
and carbon (embodied and in

2

Approximate
Project
Phases
Stage 4

Is there sufficient design Output Information
information to get a
confidence level 85 to 90%
reliable tender (model,
drawings, specifications,
schedules, room data,
bills of quantities,
finishes, walk through
etc)?

Model with both geometric,
specification and performance data,
with confirmation of the absence of
clashes between building, structure
and services.
Generally UK equivalent of AIA Level
of Development: 300

4

Does the design meet
the FMÕs needs EG
access, adaptability,
cost, information on the
basis of design,
accommodation etc.?

Model sourced information that
responds to the FMÕs questions, as
appropriate

5

Is there a means of
Management systems for
controlling distribution of information and decision
documents?
making

Co-ordinated Developed
Design for the project
setting:
¥
detailed form,
function, cost plan
¥
room Information
sheets
¥
energy use
¥
carbon use
(embodied and in use)
¥
NRM3 maintenance cost
plan

Update the FM
Operational
Budget

2

3
4

5

6

Stage 3
OGC
Gateway Intermediate
point
between 3A
and 3B

Question to answer

1

7 Lev
info

8 Lev

Sign off and
approve final
report

Update against
the FM Plan

Approve any variance to budget
(due to detailed design)
Instigate Post Occupancy Review of FM Provider
Is the operational model as designed and provided
Supplier
meeting the brief
(Endengagement
user Requirement)
andoperating
pre-market
Is the FM provider
its facility as
verification
intended?
Cost tracking exercise against the Brief/Budget
and industry benchmark

All variations to service
now direct between FM
Team and Property /
Estates Manager

Feedback loop

4

Definition of how the nominated
supplier shall communicate and obtain
responses from the client.

Sign off and approve

FM Team take full control
for the service
delivery
Detailed
design, value,
and direct
liaison with
engineering
and contractor
the Occupiers
/ Client
design
proposals
Management (manage to
service as specified)

Approximate
Project
Phases

Que

1

Operational
Expenditure
Budget

3

Review &
update the FM
Operational Model

Close out FM
1.
Mobilisation
Plan Review and Input
2.

Procure and mobilise FM Providers
and suppliers. Plan to measure the
building performance against KPIs.
Ensure an agreed change mechanism
in place. Plan for asset data.

BIMApproximate
deliverable (to answer
Question
question)
to answer
Project
Phases

Is there sufficient site
information available to
achieve a reliable
tender?

FM Delivery Team
FM Service
Standards
(suppliers
and &
Departmental
Guidelines
direct employees)

2

Develop
the detailed
Operational &
Service delivery
model

FM Design Brief
(including Operational
Budget approval)
Information drop to answer
question

A detailed model including both
geometry and specification information
and detailed 2D drawings generated
from it.
UK equivalent of AIA Level of
development: 300

Does the design meet
statutory standards?

2

Review, Input and
approve

Question to answer

Levels 2 & 3 where such rules have
been developed

3

Sign off and approve

Approximate
Project
Phases

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
coordinated at a
Design for the project setting:
component and building ¥
detailed form,
element level of detail? function, cost plan
¥
defining all
components in terms of
overall size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.

7. Operation
3.Definition
& End of Life

See 1 above

Financial approval
of the Operational
Expenditure Budget

Information drop to answer
question

Use of rule based autogeneration of objects

Develoment model superimposed upon
3D laser survey model viewable from a
range of pre-agreed perspectives.
2D general arrangement drawings,
plans, cross sections and elevations,
produced from the model.

Structural information in the model.
Envelope information in the model.

FM Mobilisation Plan

1

Approximate
Project
Phase

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Rendered model information of the
required elevations.

14 Is the cost plan and
Output Information confidence Model containing architecture plus
cash flow forecast
level 75 to 80%
cost and time sequence information.
reliable and the risk
Feedback from previous
allowance reasonable? projects updated: capital cost,
maintenance cost, time,
health & safety, risk,
procurement contract.

See 1 above

7

Information drop to answer
question

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
developed to
Design for the project setting:
demonstrate detailed
¥
detailed form, function,
proposals for:
cost plan
- Coordinated design ¥
defining all
intentions
components in terms of overall
size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.
¥
primary geometry
frozen
¥
integration of standard
systems
¥
builders work strategy
- Site layout
for significant interfaces
¥
room Information
sheets
¥
energy use
¥
carbon use (embodied
and in use)

Combination of the model plus survey,
photographic, rendition and time
sequenced information as specified by
the client.

See 1 above

Outline FM Briefing
Document

Question to answer

1

OGC
Gateway Intermediate
point
between 3A
and 3B

Model based simulations as
appropriate.

Can the services and
structure be combined
within the Concept
Design within the 3D
volumes available?

Can Building
See 1 above
Regulations Part L and
Energy Performance
Certificate
Requirements be met?

Stage 3

3.

Site constraints:
The survey and associated constraints
geo-spacial, resources, Updated
parametric
Capex,Opex,
data and
from earlier stage
community, available site
Carbon.
Information
3
Maintenance: detailed cost
What will be the generic Project Performance plan NRM3
Generic services philosophy recorded
services philosophy
requirements: priorities and
(passive / natural
aspirations, describing
4
Programme: detailed design
ventilation / %
acceptance criteria for
and construction
renewable energy etc)
¥
function
Any metrics that are defined in the
¥
mix of uses
brief that could be obtained from the
How will design and
5
¥
scale
Detailed
model.
construction
material quality be
¥
location
methodology
ManufacturersÕ model information for
defined?
¥
quality
mandated products (if any) - minimal
¥
cost( Capex & Opex) data for cost, volumetric information,
7
Level of confidence in
Confidence 95 to 98%,
¥
value
part codes, and relevant performance
information?
margin ± 2 to 5%
¥
time
parameters)
8

10 How shall the facility
be procured?

Approximate
Project
Phases

Develop the brief into an Operational
Facilities Management Plan
1. Management Strategy (how the
facility is designed to operate and
be manages)
2. Service Delivery Model
3. Operational Budget

Review and update
any
Issue for
variance to the
FM Plan
approval

What
Stage
information
5
1 do
Feedback from previousComplete
Extracts
Fabrication
from the
and
BIM Strategy &
facilities managers need projects updated: capitalmanufacturing
Standards
details,
to be used across the
to manage the soft &
cost, maintenance cost, verification,
time, portfolio
operation and
hard utilities?
health & safety,
maintenance.
What site information is
to be provided? 2

Schedule of capital costs based upon
aggregated quantity and rate take off
from the model and an associated
schedule of assumptions.
Whole life cost assessment based
upon this plus in use simulation
results and documented maintenance
assumptions. (As per BS)

What are the output
requirements from
services systems?

Sign off and Sign off and
approve
approve

Question
Approximate
to answer Question
Information
to answer
drop to answer
Information
BIM deliverable
drop to answer
(to answer
BIMquestion)
deliverable (to answer
Project
question
question
question)
Phases

To OGC
Gateway 2
Procuremen
2
t Strategy

What is the preliminary NRM1 capital cost plan
cost estimate?
NRM3 maintenance cost plan

5

Outline FM Briefing Document

Approximate
Project Stage

Supplier engagement
and pre-market
verification

Review and Input

4

6

Complete
for Practical
Completion
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6. Handover
2. Concept& Close-Out

This will be embedded into the
Building Design Brief

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Use of rule based autogeneration of objects

Does the design meet
statutory standards?

1

OGC
Gateway 3A
Design Brief
& Concept
Approval

Direct interface into
the CTH Plan

FacilitiesManagement
management
Facility

Survey of site,
Point cloud data processed to form 3D
site model.

Schedule of facilities produced from
the model.

Are there any specific
FM requirements?

Other

Information drop to answer
question

Stage 2

Any metrics that are defined in the
brief that could be obtained from the
model.
ManufacturersÕ model information for
mandated products (if any) - minimal
data for cost, volumetric information,
part codes, and relevant performance
parameters)

FM procurement
(operational
Input from existingservice model)

GSL champion

Question to answer

Approximate
Project
Phases

Generic services philosophy recorded

FM Procurement Strategy
(operational model & timeline)

Supplier engagement
and pre-market
verification

Approximate
Project
Phase

1

The survey and associated constraints
parametric data from earlier stage

Produce an outline
FM briefing document
(Operational
management and
service delivery model)

Project manager

UK equivalent of AIA Level of Detail:
200

High definition photography overlay on
3D survey.

Site constraints:
geo-spacial, resources,
community, available site
Information

What will be the generic Project Performance
services philosophy
requirements: priorities and
(passive / natural
aspirations, describing
ventilation / %
acceptance criteria for
renewable energy etc)
¥
function
¥
mix of uses
How will design and
¥
scale
material quality be
¥
location
defined?
¥
quality
¥
cost( Capex & Opex)
¥
value
¥
time
¥
health & safety
¥
carbon (embodied
and in use)
¥
energy and resource
needs
standard designs

Identify key stakeholders to be consulted
to develop the Facilities Management Plan
Note: This includes Financial Approval of
the Operational Budget

Ouputs
BIM deliverable (to answer question)

What site information is
to be provided?

Feedback from existing
estate, service models and
Facilities
Management
department
guidelines
and Plan
industry benchmarks

Approve any variance to budget
(due to detailed design)

Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Portfolio Management Strategy

Project sponsor

Question to answer

Information drop to answer
question

What information do
Feedback from previous
Extracts from the BIM Strategy &
facilities managers need projects updated: capital
Standards to be used across the
to manage the soft &
cost, maintenance cost, time, portfolio
hard utilities?
health & safety,

Update the FM
Operational
Budget

FM Design Brief
(including Operational
Budget approval)

5. Build
1. Brief
& Commission

Sign off and approve

Detailed design, value,
engineering and contractor
design proposals

Question to answer

1

To OGC
Gateway 2
Procuremen
2
t Strategy

3D laser and / or radar survey
generated solid model and CDF Grid
including ground conditions and
existing structures. (May be existing
information from a reliable BIM or GIS
source).
Google maps / OS Maps

What is the initial view
of capital cost?

Operational Brief, Business Case and Core
Objectives from Department Operational
Management Strategy/Vision

ConÞdence and Risk

Inputs

Review and Input

Review &
update the FM
Operational Model

Detailed design, value,
engineering and contractor
design proposals

Outline FM Briefing Document

Approximate
Project Stage

Review &
update the FM
Operational Model

Develop
the detailed
Operational &
Service delivery
model

Review, Input and
approve

This will be embedded into the
Building Design Brief

Data drops

FM Service Standards &
Departmental Guidelines

Sign off and approve

Financial approval
of the Operational
Expenditure Budget

Ouputs

n

FM Service Standards &
Departmental Guidelines

Sign off and approve

Other

3.Definition

Facilities
Management Plan

Input from existing
facilities, Operations
and End Users

GSL champion

3.Definition

Feedback Loop
Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Approximate
Project
Phase

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
UK equivalent of AIA Level of Detail:
3
Approximate
Question
to answer
Information drop toStage
answer
developed to
Design for the project
setting:
200
question
demonstrateProject
detailed Phases
¥
detailed form, function,
OGC
proposals for:
cost plan
Gateway 3B
Stage
7 ¥
1 Initial
period aftercare:
In use performance
- Coordinated
design
defining
all
Zones allocated to demonstrate
intentions
components in terms
of overall adequate
space for coordination,
Are systems
working?
compared againstDetailed
Project
Design
size, typical detail,
including building services.
Brief
Approval
performance and outline
Updated NRM3
specification.
¥
primary geometry
maintenance asset specific
frozen
cost plan
¥
integration of standard Survey of site,
systems
Point cloud data processed to form 3D
¥
builders work strategy site model.
- Site layout
for significant interfaces
¥
room Information
High definition photography overlay on
3 Years 1-3 aftercare:
See 1 above
sheets
3D survey.
¥
energy Are
use systems working and are
¥
carbon the
use (embodied
stakeholdersÕ needs
and in use)
Develoment model superimposed upon
satisfied?
3D laser survey model viewable from a
range of pre-agreed perspectives.
2D general arrangement drawings,
plans, cross sections and elevations,
- Planning & spatial
produced from the model.
arrangements
Schedule of facilities produced
4
See 1from
above
the model.

Question to answer

Information drop to answer
question

1 Use
of rule based
BIM
deliverable
(toautoanswer
generation of objects
question)
2

Is the design

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

5

Levels 2 & 3 where such rules have
been developed

Co-ordinated Developed

A detailed model including both

components in terms of
overall size, typical detail,
performance and outline

development: 300

See 1 above

Model with sufficient information to

Inputs
to the building
operational
coordinated
at a
Design for the project setting: geometry and specification information
performance
evaluation
component and
building ¥(BOPE):
detailed form,
and detailed 2D drawings generated
element level (from
of detail?
function,
from it.
specifications
COBie
datacost plan
UK equivalent of AIA Level of
set) compared to actual ¥valuesdefining all
Metered consumption ofspecification.
energy,
water etc.
3

Does the design meet

statutory
standards?
¥
energy use
demonstrate a compliant design.
Inputs
to the
building operational
carbon use (embodied Simulations of:
performance evaluation ¥(BOPE)
and in data
use)
- energy use during life and related
Ð specifications (from COBie
carbon use calculations
set) + inclusion of soft user
- acoustics and PAVA performance
perception ratings (comfort etc)
- fire & smoke modelling and

Metered consumption of energy,
water etc.
4 Is the design
safe made
to
Detailed
Tracked
changes
by clientdesign and
construct? management
construction
programme
(configuration
of
Detailed construction
model(s))
methodology

2n

Approximate
Project
Phases
Stage 4

Que

1

2

3
4

evacuation
- vehicle and people movement
capacities

5

Model includes construction sequence
and identifies working at height and
edge protection.

6
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6.6 Facilities Management – Guidance
The Departmental Strategy and the Portfolio Management Strategy, will inform the
need for business case development i.e., is a construction project required? The
business case will be issued as of Project Strategy to establish the core objectives
for the project design, delivery and operation.
Creating a project to deliver the required outcomes will be through a combination
of the assets delivered, the facilities management model designed to maintain the
working environment and the service model required to support the users.
These needs are developed through a combination of Functionality and Facilities
Management (with successful Commissioning, Training and Handover taking the
project from the construction phase into the In-Use operational phase).
These processes are aligned, designed to work together to deliver the required
assets and support services. This is represented in the Flow Chart (Section 6.4).
To deliver the operational outcomes needed a Facilities Management Plan should
be developed to address these needs.

6.6.1 The Facilities Management Plan
The Process Map assigns responsibility, method and timing to develop and implement the FM Plan. The Plan itself sets out what needs to be delivered.

- Operational outcomes required;
- Identification of key stakeholders and some of their
needs, e.g.,
• Operational strategy-who has operational ownership of
the facilities in-use, who are the key business stakeholders?
• Service Model Design- who will design the FM Service
model strategy?
• Procurement- discuss procurement of the FM Services
with the Government Procurement Service FM Category Team to identify procurement requirements of supply
chain and consumables;
• Operational Budget-who has financial management
control and responsibility?
- Input from existing operations and/or benchmarking and
feedback from similar projects; and
- Input from the Funcitonality process: space, assests,
amenity, working environment.

6.6.2 Setting the brief
The first stage, managed by the Project Manager in conjunction with the GSL
champion is to establish the brief for the FM plan. This is achieved through a review of the following:

The output from this stage is the FM Strategy, which should have a clear alignment
to the core objectives. From this the FM Plan will be developed, of which the core
components are:
• Management strategy;
• Target Operational delivery model; and
• Operational budget.
As the project develops, the objectives established should be embedded into the
BIM Data Drops. Variations from this should be treated as a project variation.
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The Operational Budget is a critical element of the project outcomes and this
should be tracked as the project develops. The financial budget for the project in
use should only be varied through approval by the Project Manager and must be
validated during each process stage.

BS EN 15221 : Facilities Management Standard

should be referred to for the developement of the FM plan.
http://shop.bsigroup.com/en/SearchResults/?q=BS%20EN%2015221

6.6.3 Developing the detailed design
With the FM strategy and objectives established, the detailed design of the Target
Operating Model can be completed.
Items that can be used for developing the FM Target Operating Model are shown
below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management
Schedule of Services
Specification
Service Level Agreements/Requirements
Systems and reporting
Key Performance Indicators
Form of Contract

Inclusive within the above, the following key requirements need to be addressed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy & Waste
Helpdesk & management information
Insurance and warranties
Compliance
Business continuity
TUPE
Mobilisation

10

Establishing a common format for structure and design of the Operational Service
Model will improve efficiency across the Government Estate.
Common Service Standards have been established for FM and can be found using the following link; http://www.civilservice.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/
Facilities-Management-Service-Standards-3.4-March.pdf.
The following principles should be observed on all projects for the development of
FM:
1. The Project Manager has responsibility to ensure that the FM Plan is completed, signed off and approved prior to entering Stage 4– Production. This
is to include operational and financial approval (for the Operational Budget).
2. The GSL Champion is to provide a direct link to End Users; Occupiers and
Facilities Management. This is to ensure that the specification and service
levels meet the specific project needs of the Users as well as to obtain input
and support from the FM teams.
3. The Operational Budget will be provided as one of the key outputs from this
stage which will be benchmarked throughout the Design Development, Construction and In Use phases.
In accordance with the Central Government Facilities Management Standards,
budgets should be set out in accordance with the Investment Property Databank
(IPD) Cost Code - Measuring the Cost of Buildings http://www.ipd.com/Home/
GlobalEstateMeasurementStandards/HowdoImeasurecost/tabid/1381/Default.
aspx. This enables more effective benchmarking and post occupancy evaluation
and feedback.
The Cost Codes are to be structured as shown on the following page;
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Property Occupation			
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Business Support
6.6.4 Procurement

C3

Internal repair and maintenance		

D2

Catering

C4

M&E repair and maintenance		

D3

Reception Services

C5

External structure repair and 		

D4

Courier and External Distribution

maintenance					

(within Office Services Category Scope)

C6

Minor Improvements			

Post Room Internal Distribution

C7

Internal Moves				D6

D5

Reprographics

							

(within Office Services Category Scope)

C8

Reinstatement				D7

Disaster Recovery

(not in FM scope)				

(not in FM Scope)

C9

Security

C10

Cleaning					Management

C11

Waste Disposal				

E1-4

Management (incl. Helpdesk, CAFM, FM

							Contract & Performance Management)
C12

Internal Plans and Decoration			

C13

Grounds Maintenance

C14

Water and Sewerage
(within Energy Category Scope)

C15

Energy
(within Energy Category Scope)
The specification and budget for the Target Operating Model needs to be approved by the Project Sponsor and made known to the design and construction
team at BIM Information exchange 2.
The Target Operating Model needs to be used as a point of reference during the
detailed design of the building assets. The Operational Budget is to be tracked as
the design progresses. Variations that impact on the Operational Budget should
be treated as a variation.

With a fully developed, specified and approved Target Operating Model, the next
stage is Procurement.
The prime responsibility of the GSL Champion is to ensure that the Service Providers are procured to a timeline to ensure effective mobilisation and smooth transition into commissioning, training, handover and operation.
The procurement will be made through the Government Procurement Services FM
Contract Model where the contract is for Central Government Departments.
The exact date to complete the procurement exercise is project specific and the
timeline must be set out in the FM Plan by the GSL Champion to facilitate a smooth
transfer to the End Users as part of the implementation of the Commissioning
Training and Handover (CTH plan). Service Providers must be appointed and fully
engaged to support the handover aspects of the CTH Plan.
The proposed Operating Budget set out in the FM Plan will be informed by the
procurement exercise.

6.6.5 Mobilisation
It is the responsibility of the GSL Champion to develop, manage and implement
the mobilisation of FM services in conjunction with commissioning, training and
handover.
During mobilisation it is important to link management, occupiers, users and providers to provide a smooth transition from construction to effective operation. For
this a mobilisation plan considering the following should be developed:
• Schedule of key dates
• Mobilisation Management Team
• Communications Plan
• Supply Chain 		
Contract implementation (activate contracts 		
					
established in Procurement)
• People 			
TUPE
					
Direct recruitment
• Systems 			
CAFM, Asset Registers, PPM schedules, 		
					
Service level agreements,
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•
•
•
•
•

Reporting 			
Helpdesk
Compliance
Health and Safety
Business Continuity

KPIs and Management Reports

6.6.6 Optimisation
Responsibility for maintenance of facilities and optimising performance sits with
the Estates/FM Team. The FM team need to ensure that Service Levels and Key
Performance Indicators and optimisation of performance are being achieved.
The Target Operating Model should be designed, procured and mobilised to
provide a fully functional support service for the Occupiers from “day one”. The
helpdesk becomes the first point of contact to raise any faults or service requests.
The role of the GSL Lead / Champion is to provide support to the Estates Team to
help optimise the service and link back to the Project Team where required.
Optimisation should address the following:
a) Variations to its service and impact on design and operational budget. The GSL
Champion should be aware of this.
b) Design Quality. If the original brief and Operational Service Model specification
is not being met, then the GSL Champion has responsibility to resolve and close
out any concerns. Usually, this will require a link back into the design and operations teams. The GSL Champion will need to liaise with the Project Manager.
c) Performance Management of the FM Service Providers, to meet the Service
Level Agreements and contractual performance targets, sits with the Estates/Property teams; it is not the responsibility for the GSL Champion.
The project will need to be signed off by the Project Manager to agree that all Design Quality issues have been resolved. It is envisaged that this should take place
within one year of Practical Completion or as otherwise agreed in the contract.
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6.6.7 Post Occupancy Evaluation
The GSL Champion has the responsibility to instigate and manage a Key Performance Indicator Review.
The objective is to review how well the Facilities Management Plan was designed
and implemented to meet the project outcomes and therefore the needs of the end
users and maintainers.
This review needs to be balanced and are be lead by someone independent of the
service provider team.
Operating budgets are to be compared against the targets set in the original brief
to analyse accuracy and reasons for variance. These need to be fed back to the
department and the FM team (GPUFM@cabinet-office.gsi.gov.uk) for future use.
It will be necessary to normalise these results to allow for defined variance to budget (as set out in the template). A condensed version of the template for this report
is shown below:
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Facilities Management Design & Implementation Flow Chart

1. Brief
•
•
•
•

Environmental
Performance
Target

Energy
Water
Waste
Carbon Dioxide
Emissions

Facilities Management Brief
Operating model to support the
Occupiers the working environment
and maintain the assets

Functionality& Effectiveness
Requirements for the assets
to meet the design brief.

Functionality Process Map
2. Concept

Management
Strategy

Operational
Model

Operational
Expenditure
Budget

•
•
•
•
•

3. Definition

Facilities Management Plan

5. Build & Commission

Supplier
engagement

7. Operation and End of Life

4. Design

Once the Financial Report is agreed in principle, then a Summary Report should
be developed to establish “Lessons Learnt”. This should be incorporated into the
final feedback report and where BIM is being used the data is to be lodged under
the Impacts Tab of the COBie file of the Asset Information Model.

Departmental Portfolio
Management strategy / vision

Project Brief Business Case
and Core Objectives

6. Handover and close-out

6.6.8 Summary Report

0. Strategy

Explanatory notes for feedback report
1. Project Targets are those projected maintenance costs that are established
during the project. They can be amended but changes should be tracked as
part of the project data base and included in BIM Data Drops.
2. Baseline costs should be used to set operational budget costs, utilising existing cost in use data from existing estate/assets.
3. Operating budget is the annualised operating costs set for the facility in use.
4. Operating actual is any known variations to budget which have, or are projected to, occur in period.
5. The Project Target should be set from either industry or departmental benchmarks or, where remodelling existing facilities, as a calculation based on
change (design or project target) to the existing model.
6. The Reconciliation for normal operating costs is to account for the fact that
this exercise is likely to be conducted with a brand new facility or a facility
which has had significant capital expenditure – both of which mean that the
immediate maintenance costs should be at an absolute minimum. Either
these are cost tracked as target (they would definitely be reflected in the budget) or the actual/budget are corrected for future years. Typical examples
benefits are in hard services; less maintenance needed to new equipment,
reactive faults should be at a minimum and/or should be covered by warranties, fabric maintenance costs should be negligible.
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Requirements
1.
Management
2.
Schedule of Services
3.
Specification
4.
Service Level Agreements
5.
Systems and reporting
6.
Key Performance Indicators
7.
Form of Contract

Procurement of FM / AM provider

Environment
Assets
Amenity
Ease of Use
Work place productivity

Budget
review

Budget
review

•
•
•

Build Contractors & FM team
• Coordination
• Integration
• Alignment

Mobilisation of FM / AM provider

Optimisation

Key Performance Indicator for
FM provider

CTH Plan
Commissioning
Training, Handover & User
Guides
Information for Asset
Registers

Budget
review

Publication date: April 2013
This document is available for download at http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/reports

